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I
Introduction
The Yoga we shall be considering here is what Hindus call Karma-Yoga; it is one
of the four great classicalYogas (1). As in the caseof all other yogas, its essentialand
final (or sole)aim is to facilitate spiritual growth. It differs however from other yogas
in that from the very start it can be practiced all day long anc applied to every form of
human activity, whereasfor an overwhelmingmajority of people, Bhakti-Yoga can be
followed throughout the day only at a very advancedstage, and Jnina-Yoga and RAjaYoga (including Hatha-Yoga) only during a very small part of the day. That is why it
may be calleda "full-time Yoga", an "all-day Yoga".
Karma-Yoga was given a number of different definitions. The most common, as
well as one of the best, although far from covering the whole field, is "The yoga of
disinterestedaction".
It starts from the easily observablefact that at every single moment of our daily
life, evenwhen we feel absolutelycompelledto do one thing or another, we are always
free to make our own choice(2) and we must accept full responsibility for that choice.
The fundamental question which has to be answeredis: How should we make our
choice, and with what motivations, between two or more possibilities available at a
given moment? Moreover, however unexpected that may sound to Westeners, this
everexisting possibility of choosingmeans freedom.
Many modern Hindu sages, from Sri RAmakrishna to Sri Aurobindo have
repeatedlystressedthat Karma-Yoga is the Yoga best suited to our times. More so
than Bhakti-Yoga which appeals only to religiously inclined persons (and those are
getting fewer and fewer), and more so than RAja-Yoga and Jnina-Yoga which require
respectively an intellectual performance beyond our mental capabilities (with
extremely rare exceptions), and an extraordinary power of concentration and
introspectionvery rarely to be found in modern man.
It may be added that Karma-Yoga is particularly well suited to Westerners who
feel under a permanent obligation to be active(3), and who tend to be rather sceptical
about the value, at least for the community, of any discipline which distracts us frorrr
practical daily life in this world.
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It shouldalsobe stressedthat Karma-Yoga in no way excludesthe simultaneous
practice of one or more of the other Yogas, which merely adds greater efficiency, but
sucha combinationis purely optional. Karma-Yogais self-sufficient.
Karma-Yoga has one more important advantage which is not to be found in
other Yogas. When carried beyond their early stages Bhakti-Yoga, Riia-Yoga,
Hatha-Yoga, and even JnAna-Yogapresent very serious dangers, both physical and
moral, and also spiritual if practiced without the constant supervision and guidance
of a technically, ethically and spiritually competent teacher (4). In contradistinction
to all other yogas, Karma-Yoga presents no risk whatsoever,however far it may be
carried, and can be practised without any teacher with the mere help of a book.
It should be added that at no stage are any physical exercisesor particularly diet
required - although of coursethe karma-yogin should do his or her best to remain in
good health.
Finally, it is in no way linked to any philosophical or religious beliefs.
Swdmi Vivekdnanda wrote "The karma-yogin need not believe in any doctrine
whatever. He may not believeevenin God, may not ask what his soul is, nor think of
any metaphysicalspeculation." (5).

(1) SomeWestern historians of Hinduism have been holding the view that this Yoga
came into being later than JnAna-Yogaand RAja-Yoga. The fact that it provides both
the starting-point and an essentialpart of the teachingsof the Bhagavad-Gitd seemsa
sufficiently convincing proof of its authenticity.
(2) The decisionto engagein any spiritual discipline, e.g. yoga, implies the exercise,
and thereforethe possessionof a certain amount of free will, as regards both choice of
the final aim and selectionof the path to be followed. when we believe - or claim that we are not free to choose, this simply means that we refuse to face whatever
consequences
would follow our acting according to what we think is right.
(3) To a child sitting motionless for a while, we often say: "Why don't you do
something?" And when we remain idle, we keep thinking of all we have to do and vre
havea bad conscience.
(4) Swdmi vivekdnanda wrote: "There are, however, certain great dangersin the
wa y of B hak t i Y og a . T h e re i s , fo r i n s ta n c e ,th e danger to the recei vi ngsoul of i ts

mistaking momentary emotions for real religious yearning." (Karma-Yoga and
Bhakti-Yoga,NewYork, Ramakrishna-VivekanandaCenterof
NewYork, 1933,p.25)
About Rdja-Yoga, he stressedin his Prefaceto his book on that particular yoga:
" . . . with few exceptions, Yoga can only be safely learned by direct contact with a
teacher." (Rqia-Yoga, New York, Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Center of New York,
1 9 3 3 ,p . iii) .
Sri Rdmakrishnasaid: "The Jn6na-Yogisays,'I am He'. But so long as one has
the idea of the Self as body, this egotism is injurious. It does not help one's progress,
and it brings about one's ruin." (Sayings of Sri RAmakrishna, Madras, Sri
RdmakrishnaMath, fourth edition, n.d. p.229).
SwAmi Brahmdnanda, who encouraged novices in his order to practice some
isanas and prAnAyAmaafter they had been sufficiently purified ethically, used to tell
them later: "As regards the practice of Hatha-Yoga, you must keep yourself aloof
from it or you wil feel the consequences.It is a most dangerouspath without the help
of a competent guide." (Spiritual Teachings, Madras, Sri Rimakrishna Math, 1932,
pp.103, tI7 ff.206).
(5) Karma-Yoga and Bhakti-Yoga(op. cit.). p.113.

II
Aim and purpose
As a matter of fact, the ultimate aim of yoga in general - what Hinduism calls
"liberation" (moksha) - may be taken to be either communion with God, or the level
of consciousness
of the Absolute, or the awarenessof one's own real being (as distinct
from "appearances") or evengreater freedom in life.
Nevertheless,since all great Hindu sageswhose teachings have reached us are
deeply religious, it is not surprising that they should view Karma-Yoga in a theistic
perspective. Sri RAmakrishna for instance used to say: "Karma-Yoga is communion
with God by meansof Work . . . Work is a means, if done unattached, but the end of
life is to seeGod." (6). But he meant this both in the light of BhaktiYoga (quest of
personal God) and of JnAna-Yoga(quest of the consciousnessof non-duality): "The
end of Karma Yoga is the same (as that of other Yogas), namely, the realisation of
God, impersonalor personal or both." (7).
Similarly, Sr'iAurobindo wrote: "The work is only the necessaryinstrumentation
for the union with the Master of works" (8) and "To do works in a close union and

deep communion with the Divine in us, the Universal around us and the
Transcendentaboveus, not to be shut up any longer in the imprisoned and separative
human mind, the slave of its ignorant dictates and narrow suggestions, this is
Karma-Yoga." (9).

(6) Sayingsof Sri RAmakrishna,(op. cit.), p.258.
(7) Ibid. p.253.
(8) Lettersof Sri Aurobindo(SecondSeries),Bombay,Sri AurobindoCircle.1949,
p.8.

(e) The Hourof God,Pondicherry,Sri AurobindoAshram,1959,p.101

III
Effectiveness
In whatever way the aim of Yoga may be understood and sought for,
Karma-Yoga leads to it just as well as any other form of yoga, and often much more
easily. Sw0mi Sivinanda Sarasvatinoted with surprise that some people view it as an
inferior brand of yoga, and said that was a great mistake.
Rabindranath Tagore dwelt on this point at great length: "There are many in our
country who imagine action to be opposed to freedom." "It will never do the least
good to attempt the realisation of the infinite apart from the world of action". He
added "lf we say that we would realisehim (Brahma) in introspection alone and leave
him out of our external activity, that we would enjoy him by the love in our heart, but
not worship him by outward ministrations; or if we say the opposite, and overweight
ourselveson one side in the journey of our life's quest, we shall alike totter to our
downfall." (10).
According to Swimi VivekAnanda "by work alone men may get to where Buddha
got by meditation or Christ by prayer." (11). The wording may not prove palatable to
some Christians, but it simply meant to the Swimi that Karma-Yoga is just as
effectiveas Rdja-Yoga or Bhakti-Yoga carried to their ultimate level.
Md Ananda Moyi confirms that "he who practices Karma-Yoga will realize the
Brahman as consciousness
or receivethe grace of the World-mother". (12) which is a
direct referenceto the finality of Jn6na-Yogaand Bhakti-Yoga respectively.

SwAmi R6mdAs,who was as exclusivea bhakta as can anlwhere be found, stated
we can realise the highest
explicitely: "without any external change of activity .
state of bliss and liberation" (13) and Swimi Brahminanda, the "spiritual son" of Sfi
Rimakrishna and the first Abbot of the RAmakrishna Order, explained to the monks
in his care: "One can attain knowledge merely through the discipline of work." (14).
Rdmana Maharshi, the absolutely strict jnina-yogin, stated "Action without
desireis superior to knowledge with practice." (15).
It must therefore be recognisedthat if carried out in the spirit of Karma-Yoga,
any action (in the widest senseof the term), howeverinsignificant, may carry us a step
forward on the way to that "liberation".
(10)

Sidhsn6, London, Macmillan and Co., 1930,pp. 120, t22,125.

(11)

Karma-Yoga and Bhakti.Yoga, op. cit., p.39.

(12)

Ananda Varta, Vol.XIV, No.1. Varanasi, Shree Shree Anandamayee Sangha,
1966,pp.6 fL

(13)

Irtters, Ramnagar, 1940,p.22.

(14)

Spiritual Teachings, op. cit., p.22.

(15)

Talks with Sri Ramana Maharshi, Tiruvannamalai, Sri Ramanasramam,
1963,p. 135.
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Technique
Although not presentedin the logical order which a Westerner would expect (16)
the main lines of rhe theory and practice of Karma-Yoga are very cleady expounded
by Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gitd. They may be summarised as lollows:
l.
2.

No one standseven for a moment not doing work.
Inaction should therefore not be our aim.

3.

Someactions certainly must be done.

4.

We cannot choose or decide what the "fruits" of our action will be and
should therefore entertain neither desire for them nor fear of them.

5.

There should be no attachment to the action as such.

6.

In whateveraction. we are not the "doer" of the action.

7.

Action performed in such a spirit doesnot "bind" its author.

8.

Incidentally, Karma-Yoga is skill in works.

( 16)

This derogatory remark may unfortunately be applied to the whole of the
Bhagavad-Giti. I have tried to remedy this disadvantageby supplying an
Analytical Table to the Gitd (Cambridge, Wheel of Yoga, 1978). See also,
in French, my "Rdflexions sur la Bhagavad-Gitd vue dans son contexte"
(Paris, Dervy-livres, 1976).

V
We cannotlive for a momentwithout
WOfk trzr
The first principle: "We cannot live for a moment without work" is a mere
statement of fact, the purpose of which is to prepare for the second principle:
"lnaction should not be our aim", which is of a practical nature and is of less
importance to Westerners than to Hindus (18). It should neverthelessbe examined
carefully.
Krishna stressesit in three different verses,two of which in one of the opening
chapters, and one as part of his final conclusions: "Verily, no one can remain, even
for a moment, without doing work, . . . every one is made to act, in spite of himself."
(19). "Even the bare maintenance of your body will not be possible if you remain
inactive." (20) And finally, "It is indeed impossible for an embodied being to
renounceaction entirely." (21).
In other parts of the Mahibhdrata (of which it should be remembered the
Bhagavad-Gitd is only one chapter), Krishna repeats the statement. For instance, he
quoteswith unqualified approval what a brahmin tells his wife: "Freedom from acts,
again, is incapable of being attained in this world for even a moment." (22). This is
said repeatedlyby other sagesin everyage, more particularly in recent times.
Thus Sti R6makrishna said: "No one, however, can avoid work
The
consciousness,'I feel' or 'I think', involveswork." And "You cannot get rid of work,
becauseNature will lead you on to it. " (23) SwAmi VivekAnanda sounded the same
note when he remarked "We cannot live a minute without work" (24) And SwAmi
Brahminanda came to the same conclusion "Without karma (work) your very
existencewould be impossible" (25).
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SwAmi Rdmdds wrote: "Work is the nature of our being, just as the giving out of
perfumeisthe nature of aflower. . . Activewe mustbe, andcannotbutbe. . . . Even
when man remains motionless and apparently inactive, his internal organs, his mind
and his intellect are still active. Complete cessation of all action is a sheer
impossibility." (26).
Indeed no great discernment is required to make us aware of this fact. Even
while in the most perfect state of immobility, thinking goes on, and even if it can
actually be stopped - which seldom occurs, since in most casesit is mere illusion natural body-functions (breathing, circulation of the blood, etc.) still carry on. Sfi
Aurobindo goes further to state that even in the absence of any mental activity of
which we can be conscious,there are still "vibrations" within the brain.
Howeverthat may be, our most complete and total inactivity could not prevent us
from influencing our environment in a different way from what it would have been if
we had "acted". Besides,people watching us may be either irritated or anxious, or
elseenviousand wanting to imitate us.

(r7)

SwdmiVivek0nanda,Karma Yogaand Bhalili-Yoga(op. cit.), p.12.

(18)

Seefootnote3.

(1e)
(20)
(2r)

III.5.
XVIII, 11.

(22)

P., XX.
Ashvamedhika

(23)

Sayingsof Sri Rimakrishna,op. cit., pp. 254,258.

(24)

Karma-Yogaand Bhakti-Yoga,op. cit., p.12.

(2s)

SpiritualTeachings,op. cit., p.133.

(26)

Ietters,op. cit., pp. 31,etc.

III,8.

VI
Inactivityshouldnot be our aim
Sinceinactivity is a sheerimpossibility, it would evidentlybe unreasonableto
makeit our goal in any yogawhatsoever.Krishna statesit most clearly when he tells
Arjuna: "[rt therebe in thee no attachmentto inactivity." (27). And just in case
thosewordsmightnot havebeenperfectlyclearto his disciple,he addslater: "Not
not by mererenunciation
from worksdoesa manenjoyactionlessness,
by abstention
11

(o f w or k s ) doeshe a tta i n to h i s p e rfe c ti o n ." (2 8 ) A nd agai n " A cti on i s greaterthan
i n a ct ion. " ( 29) .
In Krishna's time, this teaching was certainly aimed at fairly widespread schools
of Jndna-Yoga and Rija-Yoga for which the ultimate aim, or at least a necessary
stagein spiritual disciplin'ewas as complete as possible a cessationof all physical and
even mental activity. Nowadays, this is only genuinely attempted by a few small
groups on the basis of a certain interpretation of the teachings of Shankara or
Patanjali. Many people are neverthelessinclined to think that "work" is only a
second-or third-best to which only a minimum of time should be devoted, so that
more should remain available for introspection, meditation, worship, etc.
That is why great modern sageshave felt it necessaryto confirm what Krishna
said so explicitely. So Tagore wrote, from a practical point of view: " . . . to live we
must work; life and activity are inseparably connected." (30) and from a religious
point of view: "Who can be so foolish as to run away from the gladsome throng and
se e kHim in t he lis tl e s s n e sosf i n a c ti o n ? " (3 1 ). S r.r' amiR amdi s expl ai ned:1' Y oga
d o e snot m eanaban d o n i n ga c ti o n ;i t ra i s e sa c ti o n to i ts hi ghestspi ri tualval ue." (32).
Sw1mi Brahmdnanda, although requiring his monks to devote many hours to
meditation everyday, told them repeatedly: "I wonder why you are so much afraid of
. As
work . . . If you truly desire to realise God, then work steadily and wait.
regardskarma (work), you must never give it up wholly. " (33) .
Srf Aurobindo often struck the same note: "Works are of primary importance",
"works are necessary,Yoga in action is indispensable." "The idea of giving up
physical work for mental self-developmentis a creation of the mental ego." (34)
"To keep up work helps to keep up the balance between the internal experienceand
the external development" (35).
As recognisedby many sages,it must howeverbe admitted that the obligation to
act - at least visibly - no longer applies to thosewho have reached a point where it is
objectivelyimpossible for them to submit to it. For Sri R6makrishna, only those:
"who are not endowed with the quality of sattva have to attend to all worldly duties."
(36) But the purely sattvic individuals, in whom no trace is left of rqias or tamas are
those who have reached a really superhuman level. SwAmi Vivekdnanda evidently
had them in mind when he wrote: "There are no doubt exceptional beings who are
perfectly satisfied with the Self, whose desired do not go beyond the Self, whose mind
never strays out the Self, to whom the Self is all in all, only those do not work . . . but
the rest oI mankind have to go slowly through the world of work; Karma-Yoga shows
the process,the secretand the method of doing it to the best advantage." (37). Mi
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Ananda Moyi is just as explicit when she says: "One cannot possibly remain without
actionuntil the stateof Pure Being comes." (38).
It should be furfher observedthat even those who have reached the highest stage
attainable by man in fact still go on acting.
As a conclusion, we may quote Indra, the "King of Gods", who says in the
MahdbhArata:"Those men that censureaction . . . incur sin." (39).

j

(27)
(28)

1r,47.
lIl,4.

tzsl

rrr,8.

(30)
i

trtl

op.cit.p.124.
SidhanA,
lbid.,p.130.

'r

Q2)

Pr6sencede RAm, Paris, Albin Michel, 1956, p.61.

I

(33)

i

tg+l
(35)

SpiritualTeachings,
op. cit., pp.101,133,162.
Letters(Second
Series),
op. cit., pp.9,6,447.

i
i

Lightson Yoga,Sidpur,Howrah,SrfAurobindoLibrary, 1935,p.85.

tlOl
(37)

Sayingsof Sri RAmakrishna,op. cit., p.254.

i
i

(38)

Words of Sri Anandamayi Ma, Varanasi, Shree Shree Anandamayee
Sangha,1961,p.74.

'
1

(39)

ShAntiP., XL

,
,

Karma-Yogaand Bhakti-Yoga,op. cit., pp. 97sq.

VII
Someactionsmustbe performed
This negative injunction is complemented in the GitA by another one, of a
positive nature, which concerns us more directly. In one of the opening chapters
Krishna says: "Do your alloted action . . ." (40). And in the last chapter he again
says:"The renunciation of obligatory action is not proper ." (41).
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What is then "the work you have to do"? (42) Although the whole context of the
Bhagavad-GitAmakes it most unlikely, it may be suggestedthat at the time Krishna
had in mind rituals, sacrifices, details of one yoga or another, these actions "which
must not be given up" for they "purify the wise" (43). Nowadays, however, the
principle evidently takes on a different meaning, and if we want to know what it is, we
must turn to modern sages.
For thoseof us who are so fortunate as to be guided by a real guru -- not by any
of those who impudently claim to be such - there is no great problem, as they may
leaveit to him to decide.
Others might do well to turn to the greatest karma-yogin of our times, the
MahitmA Gandhi. He leavesus in no doubt: "The law of life is the law of work." (44)
And we know that for him the "law of life" was the dictates of his own conscience.He
made it perfectly clear that for him "God created man so that he should earn his food
by his work. He said that he who eatsand doesnot work is a thief." (45).
Even Sri Aurobindo statesthat we should act in conformity with "social duties",
but adds that they should be consideredas "a field for the practice of Karma-Yoga"
(46) Ana any work whatsoever is profitable to him who carries it out in the right
spirit: "work must be done with the right attitude and in the right consciousness,then
it is as fruitlul as any meditation can be." (47). For him "Work by itself is only a
preparation, so is meditation by itself . . ." (48).
This Swdmi RAmdds confirms from a more metaphysical angle: "Action
undertaken in a state of total absorption in the eternal center of the universeis what is
called yogic action" (49) The particular kind of work undertaken is comparatively
unimportant. To quote Sri Aurobindo again: "Any work can be done as a field for
the practice of the spirit of the Gita. " (50)
Swimi Vivekdnanda had already said "Even the lowest forms of work are not to
be despised." (51) A point which Sri Aurobindo stresses:" . . . it is not true that
physical work is of an inferior value to mental culture, it is the arrogance of the
intellect that makes the claim. All work done for the Divine is equally divine, manual
labour done for the Divine is more divine than mental culture done for one's own
development,fame or mental satisfaction." (52)
According to the Hindu tradition of Karma-Yoga, the choice of "the work that is
to be done" by one particular individual is determined by what India calls his
svadharma. Whereas in the West religion, ethics and law proceed by injunctions and
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prohibitions expressedin absolute terms, which makes it necessaryto accept whole
cascadesof exceptions,in Hinduism the rights and duties for each individual depend
on the group to which he belongs, and may be totally different, let alone
contradictory.
To take only one case, we have in the West an absolute rule, taught by the
Churches and applied by the courts: "Thou shalt not kill", so absolute indeed that
many of the best of men are unqualifiedly opposed both to euthanasia and abortion,
under any circumstanceswhatsoever. But the rule suffers one important exception:
In time of war, you should do your very best to kill as many enemies as you can.
Which requires an exception to that exception: You should not kill an enemy who has
laid down his arms, or has surrendered, or has been taken prisoner. Many other such
casescould be quoted.
The Hindu approach is different. It is admitted that duty (dharma) is not the
same for everybody, and varies considerably according to age, sex, family status,
caste,etc. Everyoneof us has his or her own special brand of duty, his svadharma.
We shall mention only three instances.
Members of the brahmin casteare expectedto be strictly non-violent, so much so
that in most areas - with exceptionsin Bengal and on the coast of Malabar - they
are vegetarians. on the other hand, it is.incumbent on every male member of the
kshatriya caste (warrior) to resort to the most extreme kind of violence in the defence
of what he believesto be right.
The head of a family should work to earn a living both for himself and for his
dependents,whereashe who has heard the "Call" and has become a sannyisin, and also, according to a now largely obsoletecuStom, he who has raised a family and
whosechildren are married - has no right to do so and must live exclusively on alms.
Similarly the duty of man at a certain age is to marry and beget children on his
wife, whereasbefore and after that period of life, sexual chastity is considereda strict
obligation.

swdmi Sivdnandawrotethat "all men shouldcarry out their duty accordingto
whatis requiredby the casteand the ishrama (stageof life) to which they belong."

(s3).

Of coursethe Hindu concept of individualised ethics could not be applied as such
in the West, were it only becausecastesare an intrinsic factor of it. But many of our
ethical problems and doubts could find an easier solution if we did not insist on
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blindly following much too general and absolute a rule and ignoring its possible
counterpart.
It may here be worthwhile mentioning a warning of Hindu sagesabout what we
too often complacently term a duty, although this may well be a purely egoistic desire
in disguise. SwAmi Vivekinanda said: "
when an attachment has become
established,we call it duty . . . When attachment becomeschronic, we baptise it with
the high-sounding name of duty . . . Those who want to be Karma-Yogis must throw
this idea of duty overboard." (54)
Many Hindu sages stress the need for us to give priority to what Swdmi
Vivek0nanda called "the duty next to us" (55). Mahdtmd Gandhi explained it at
great length within the framework of his doctrine of svadeshi: "A votary of svadeshi
will, as a first duty, dedicate himself to the serviceof his immediate neighbours. This
involvesexclusionor evensacrifice of the interestsof the rest, but the exclusion or the
sacrifice would be only in appearance. Pure serviceof one's neighbours can never,
from its very nature, result in disserviceto those who are far away, but rather the
contrary. 'As with the individual, so with the universe' is an unfailing principle,
which we would do well to lay to heart. On the other hand, a man who allows himself
to be lured by 'the distant scene', and runs to the ends of the earth for service,is not
only foiled in his ambition, but also fails in his duty towards his neighbours." (56).
He admits howeverthat there must be exceptions: "There may arise occasions,
i y b e c a l l e du p o n to sacri l ' i cehi s fami l y at the al tar of
wh e n a v ot ar y of s v a d e s hma
universal service. Such an act of willing immolation will then constitute the highest
servicerendered to the family." (57).
"The work which is to be done" may even on occasionrequire the use of violence
for anybody. Swdmi Vivekdnanda said: "The karma-yogin is the man who
understands that the highest ideal is non-resistance.and who also knows that this
non-resistanceis the highest manifestation of power in actual possession,and also
what is called the resisting of evil is but a step on the way towards the manifestation of
non-resistance.Before reaching this highest ideal, man's duty is to resist evil." (58).
Even MahdtmA Gandhi, the great apostle of non-violence(ahimsA), stated that:
"He who is a passivespectator of crime is really, and in law an active participator in
i t." ( 59) .
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To sum up, we can understandwhy Sri Aurobindo could write to one of his
disciples:"You neednot havequalmsaboutthe time you give to actionand creative
work" (60). SwAmiSivAnandausedto say: "Disinterestedactionis the keystoneof
(61).
Karma-Yoga."
(40)

III,8.

(41)

XVIII,7.

(42)

III,19.

(43)

Xvrrr,sf.

(44)

Discoursaux Unionschr6tiennes
de Madras.16Februarv1918.

(45)

YoungIndia, 13October1921.

(46)

Lettersof Sri Aurobindo (Fourth Series),Bombay,Sri Aurobindo circle,
1951,p.57.

(47)

Lettersof Sri Aurobindo(SecondSeries),op. cit., p.9.
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VIII
The fruits of action
shouldbe neitherdesirednor feared
We now come to what is'the basic principle and central secretof Karma-Yoga:
We have no right to the "fruits" of our actions and therefore our motivation should
never be a desire to enjoy their good consequencesnor a fear to suffer their bad
consequences.Such is the principle of "disinterested action" (nishkimya karma).
Krishna expressesit forcefully at the very beginning of the Git6: "Thou hast a
right to action, but only to action, never to its fruits; let not the fruits of thy works be
thy motive." (62) "Poor and wretched souls are they who make the fruit of their works
the obiect of their thoughts and activities"; (63). "The sageswho have united their
reasonand will with the Divine renouncethe fruit which action yields." (64).
Somewhat iater, he explains the results of the attitude he advccates:"A selfless
man who has renounced the fruits of works attains to peace born of steadfastness."
(65). And he sums it up in the last chapter: the tyAgin, i.e. he who has perfectly
renounced,he of whom "it may be said" that he has reached "the peace lounded in
Brahman in perfect felicity" is "verily he who gives up the fruit of action." (66).
That statement is constantly confirmed by other sages throughout the
Mahdbhdrata. Thus Manu: "For acquiring the supremestate there is no other means
than abandonment of lruits by the mind." (67) Similarly Bttishma: "Only that
Righteousnessis eternal which is not prompted by the desire of fruit or reward." (68)
King Yudhishthira used even stronger terms: "The man who wisheth to reap the
{ruits of virtue is a trader in virtue." (69).
All modern Hindu sagesrepeat it tirelessly. SwAmi Rdmdis says quite plainly:
"Karma-Yoga is renunciation of the fruits of our actions." (70) Swdmi VivekAnanda
comesback to it again and again: ''lrave the fruits alone. Why care for results?" (71)
"Give up all fruits of work" (72); "Seek no praise, no reward, for anything you do."
(73). 'All thought of obtaining return for the work we do hinders our spiritual
progress;nay, in the end it brings misery." (74). Swimi Brahmdnanda used to tell his
young monks: "If you desireto do work in the right manner, you must hold these two
greatprinciples in view. In the first place you must possessa profound regard lor the
work undertaken, and secondlyyou must be quite indifferent to the fruits thereof.
. . . This is called the secretof Karma-Yoga." (75).
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MA Ananda Moyi explains:"As long as a desireto distinguishoneselfis lurking,
it is karma-bhoga (working for one's own satisfaction). One doesthe work and enjoys
its fruit, becauseof the senseof prestige it brings. Whereas, by relinquishing the
fruit, it becomesKarma-Yoga." (76).
Her interpretationof the yearningfor the fruits of our actionsseemsthereforeto
go somewhatfurther than what was said by Sri RAmakrishna:"Work for the sake of
one'sown worldly good - riches, honour, fame - is degrading." (77) But in fact to
aspire to enjoy the "fruits", even indirectly, is a sign of egoism, and, as Swimi
Sivdnandaasked:"How could an egoistpracticeKarma-Yoga???"(78).
The same statements are naturally also to be found in the writing of Sri
Aurobindo: "There can be no Karma-Yoga without the will to get rid of ego, rqias
and desire,which are the sealsof ignorance . . . Works done in this spirit are quite as
effectiveas bhakti or contemplation." (79) In order to practise Karma-Yoga, one
must "be free from all egoisticmotive . . ." (80). And he goesinto details about the
conditions to be fulfilled: "The only work that spiritually purifies is that which is done
without personal motives, without desire for fame or public recognition or worldly
greatness,without insistenceon one's own mental motivesor vital lusts and demands
or physicalpreferences,without vanity or crude self-assertion
or claim for position or
prestige, done for the sakeof the Divine alone and at the command of the Divine. All
work done in an egoisticspirit, howevergood for people in the world of the Ignorance,
is of no avail to the seekerof the Yoga." (81). "Any work, donewell and carefullyas a
sacrifice to the Divine, without desire or egoism, with equality of mind and calm
tranquillity in good or bad fortune for the sake of the Divine and not for the sake of
any personalgain, reward or result, with the consciousnessthat it is the Divine Power
to which all work belongs, is a means oi self dedication through karma." (82).

,

As was to be expected,Mah6tmd Gandhi soundsthe same note, but he presents
problem
the
in a somewhatdifferent light: "Satisfaction should be sought in the work
done, not in its outcome" (83). As usual, he quotes his own experienceas the most
convincingillustration: "lt was only very imperfectly that I could fulfil my keen desire
to lose myself in the Eternal, to becomea mere lump of clay in the Divine hands of the
Potter, so as to be able to serve more securely, without any interruption from my
inner self." (84).
Of his attitude he supplies a metaphysicaljustification which is worth thinking
over: "We do not decide what the results of our action will be: that is God's
prerogative." (85).
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First of all, when we act in order to bring about a certain result - which is
practically always the case- we think mostly, even exclusivelyin a great majority of
cases,of the short term consequenceswhich we try to predict, an early advantage or
enjoyment for ourselvesor for those in whom we are interested. None of us need
strain their memory to recall many casesin which the actual result was not what we
had expected,indeed turned out to bejust the opposite.
We also think at times of medium-term consequences. When enjoying a meal
that is delicious,but perhaps too rich and heary, or when giving sweetsto a child, the
possibility of stomach trouble may cross our mind. When giving somebodya book to
read, it is in the hope that it may make the reader think, learn or understand
something, and possibly alter his views to a certain extent. But there again, our
fofecastsarelar from falling alwaystrue.
As regards long-term consequences,we always remain totally unable to know
what thesemay turn out to be. With whatever care, love and attention we bring up a
child, we never know what he will become, to what use he may put the weapons we
have provided him with for life, the faculties we have cultivated in him, the knowledge
we haveimparted to him.
Indeed, as SwAmi VivekAnr.rrdarightly pointed out: "We cannot do any work
which will not do some good somewhere;there cannot be any work which will not
causesome harm somewhere. . . There is no action which does not bear good and
evil fruits at the sametime." (86).
However farsighted we may be - or think we are - sheer common senseforces
us to recognize that our expectations are always partial as well as uncertain.
According to our nature and/or our upbringing, we may say that the "fruits" of our
actions are in the last resort in the hands of God, or fate. or karma. but never
determined by our intentions or our will-power.
It may therefore be concluded that as a motivation the desire to enjoy the
"fruits" of whatever we do may not be quite as satisfactory as we are generally
inclined to think and that the rule offered by the GitA may not be as fanciful as it
might appear at first sight. We may be led to look for other and better motivations.
The wish to reap the expected"fruits" of our action, it must be noted, is only one
kind of desire. Like all other religions Hinduism considers desire in general as the
most dangerous obstacle on the road to spiritual growth. In the Bhagavad-Git0,
Krishna refers to it in no less than forty-two different verses scattered in eleven
differentchapters. He pities those "souls of desire" (87), "slavesof desireand ego"
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(88) and repeatedlystresses
the needto be "free from desire" (89). For him, desireis
one of the "doors of Hell, destructiveof the soul" (90). And he doubtlesslymeansthe
desireto enioy the fruits of our actionswhen he speaksof those "asuric" soulswho
"Bound by a hundred bonds, devouredby wrath and lust, unweariedlyoccupied in
amassingunjust gains which may servetheir enioymentand the satisfactionof their
craving, alwaysthey think, "To-day I have gained this object of desire, tomorrow I
shall havethat other; to-day I haveso much wealth, more I will get to-morrow." (91).
He also speaksof "this eternal enemyof knowledgein the form of desirewhich is an
insatiablefire." (92). For him again, only he who has "completelygiven up desire. . .
is fit to become the Brahman" (93). That is why he insists that his disciple must
abandon "rvthout exceptionor residueall the desiresborn of the desire-will." (94)
He doesnot denyhoweverthat the task is difficult to "slay . . . this enemy in the form
of desire,who is so hard to assail."(95).
In anotherchapterof the Mahabhirata, Krishna explainsto King Yudhishthira:
". . . if . . . am an. . . h a s a c ra v i n gfo r th e g o o d th i ngsof the w orl d, and i s addi cted
to them, he may be said to bear Mritya (death) in his mouth . . . the repressionof the
desiresis at the root of all true virtue." (96) Needlessto say that all other sages
expressthe sameview (97). ln modern times as rvell; to quote only a few; According
to RAmana Maharshi, "The state of no-desire is moksha (liberation)." (98)
Sri RAmakrishnasaid: "The heart that has been burnt in the fire of worldlv desires
cannot be acted upon by any higher sentiment . . ." (99), and also: "So, if thou
wishesttc concentratethy mind and heart on God, be meek, humble and poor in
spirit, and remove all the spreading filaments of desire." (100) Sri Aurobindo
devotedan important part of his letters to his disciplesto the need of getting rid of
"ego and desire" and also to the appropriate techniques. For instance he wrote:
". . . blows fall on all human beings becausethey are full of desire for things that
cannotlast and they losethem or, evenif they get them, it brings disappointmentand
cannot satisfythem." (101) He added: "If desireis not mastered,how can there be
any straight walking on the straight path?" (102) Because"liberation comesby loss
of ego and desire." ( 103).
Md Ananda Moyi, it is true, notesthat "You attempt to appeasewant by want:
hencewant does not disappear,and neither does the senseof want." (104). But of
coursethe desireswhich she saysshould and could be substituted for worldly ones are
of an altogether different kind. She also says: "By one's own doing want is created
and by one'sown doing this want will again be removed."(105).
This lack of concern for what the results of our action will actually be strikes us
as unnatural, to say the least, because whenever we act, it is normally in order to
produce a certain result which we deem pleasant to us or to our advantage. Even
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when we honestlybelievethat we act in a disinterestedway, it is very rare indeed that
we should not expect something in return. If we give a present to a child or come to
the help of somebodyin need and we do not get even a word of thanks, we are to say
the leastsurprised. And if we are told that we sh,ruld never expect anything in return,
we feel there is no longer any reason why we shc,uld act at all. This would certainly
not be Karma-Yoga. ( 106) What other type of motivation can we turn to?
Of coursethere is "the work that is to be done" (107),but it could coveronly part
of our activity. The performance o{ svadharma (108) opens up a vista, somewhat
wider but still insufficient.
Our best guide in the matter can only be MahdtmA Gandhi, who always
endeavouredto do what he thought right in the light of his highest ideal of the
moment. Which did not make things easy for his British counterparts in their
negotiationswith him. When they warned him: "If you do what you sav, the
consequenceswill be disastrous both for India and for you" he simply answered:
"That is not for me to decide".
This leads us therefore to the concept of the "highest ideal of the moment" (109),
which may be a mental view of what is right, or a senseof duty, or the "small inner
voice" of our conscience,or a wish to be "a good servant" or an intuition - when one
can be sure that it comes from the right source, which is lar from always being the
case. When taken up in a religiously-orientedstate of mind, any one of the above
attitudesare made easier- as Krishna himself repeatedlystates- if our actions are
offeredto the Divine ( 110).
It is important to stress "at the moment". Contrary to what we are usually
taught, our ideal must change - and recede - as we advance in life and progress.
We should thereforenot judge our past actions by our present ideal (which is the main
sourceof regret and remorse). It would beiust as absurd as to try tojudge our present
actionsby a future ideal which must needsbe unknown to us. Let us start from where
we are.
Mi Ananda Moyi goesfurther: "To long 'let my heart be free from craving for
results'is still a desirefor a result. Nevertheless,by thus aspiring after selflessaction
there is hope of its coming to pass. A knot means resistance. Hence, so long as the
ego persists,there will be clashesat times, even when impersonal work is attempted,
becauseone is bound and thereforepulled in a certain direction." (111).
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IX
Thereshouldbe no attachmentto action
Even if our motivation is not to enjoy the fruits of our action as we picture them
to ourselves,may we at least be allowed to be attached to the action itself once we have
decided to embark on it? The Bhagavad-GitAleavesus in no doubt: "As those who
know not act with attachment to the action, he who knows should act without
attachment." /1l2\.
The advicewhich Sri Rimakrishna gaveto a very pious visitor deeply attached to
important social work was to pray: "As for the little work that is left for my share . . .
do Thou grant that I may havestrengthto do it without attachment." (113) And when
told by one of his disciples returning from the West about the situation which was
then prevalent, he did not hesitate to say "The attachment to work that is observable
in England and America - an attachment leading to spiritual degradation - is to be
co n d em ned. "( 114) .
MA Ananda Moyi suppliesus with a full account: "Even in the midst of work, at
all times ind under all circumstances, one must be prepared to obey any kind of
order. Imagine you are hungry, andjust as you are raising your hand to put food into
your mouth, you are asked to go elsewhere. At that very instant you should gladly let
fall the food you were about to eat, and obey the call. Such an attitude is an
indication of one's becoming established in a happiness that is not of this world.
When one is nearing effortless being, whether one is blamed or not for some shortcoming in one's work, leavesone quite indifferent. Then only does one become an
instrument in His hands. The body moveslike a tool, and one watchesit in the nature
of a spectator. Then one observeswhat a great variety of work gets done by such a
body, and in how very smooth and efficient a manner. Egolesswork is full of beauty,
for it is not prompted by a desire for self-gratification. So long as the knots that
constitute the ego are not unravelled, even though you intend to act impersonally, you
will get hurt, and this will produce a change in the expressionof your eyes and face,
and be apparent in your whole manner." ( 115).
Just as a desire to enjoy the fruits of our actions is only one particular brand of
desire- evenif one of the most difficult to disposeof - attachment to our actions as
such is also one of many kinds of attachment, one of the most subtle ones. In the
Bhagavad-Gitd, Krishna deals with attachment to things of this world in general
(116), not only to action, but also to "thing, place or home", and even to
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"understanding" (117)! He stressesthat only when he has given up all attachments
man "is not stained by sin" (118) and ".
. finds the happiness that exists in the
SelI ".(1 1 9 ) .
Sri Aurobindo notes that ". . . any attachment . . . comesin the way of a spiritual
working." ( 120) And he insists;"If a Yoga of works alone is chosenas the path, then
onemay remain in the samsira. but it will be freely, as a field of action and not from
any senseof obligation: for the yogin must be free inwardly from all ties and
at t ach me n t s .("121) .
As regardsSwdmi VivekAnanda, he remarks that in an overwhelming majority of
cases,and even when we are blissfully unaware of it, "attachment comes only where
we expect a return." (122) which takes us back to the desire or fear of the
consequences
of whateverwe do.
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X
Man shouldnof regardhimself
asthe doerof the action.
Karma-Yoga goes even further. In the following stage, we snould no longer
considerourselvesas the author or doer of our own actions. But as to who the actual
"actor" is, we haveno unanimity.
In the Gitd, Krishna explains: "While the actions are being entirely done by the
gunas, he whose self is bewildered by egoism thinks that it is his "1" which is doing
them." (123) And in the last chapterhe goesinto details:
"The five causes. . . for the accomplishment of all works . . . are the body, the
doer, the various instruments, the many kinds of efforts, and last, the Fate. These five
elements make up among them all the efficient causes, karana, that determine the
shaping and outcome of whatever work man undertakes with mind and speechand
b o d y." ( 124) .
For Swdmi Rdmdis this is perfectly clear. He often said: "
"I" as the doer is utterly false" (125).

the thought

In the MahAbhdrata, other sagesare far less affirmative than Krishna as to what
the real causesof our actions may be. Thus to Indra Prahldda sayssimply: "He who
regards himself as the doer of acts good or bad, possessesa wisdom that is vitiated.
Such a person is according to my judgment, unacquainted with the truth." (126)
Similarly with Bhishma, who links this attitude to the practice of repeating the
greatestmantra of the Rig-Veda: "He who repeats it does not regard himself as the
actor nor as the enjoyeror sufferer of the consequencesof his acts." (127).

I
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To Bali, the real "actor" is the highest Divine; he tells Indra: "That thou, O
Shakra, regardestthyself as the actor lies at the root of all sorrow . . . I am not the
actor. Thou art not the actor. He is the actor who, indeed, is omnipotent." (128).
The same theme was taken up again by SwAmi RimdAs: "The Lord is the doer of
all things." (129) He specifies:"The prompter of action is He; the doer also is He."
(1 3 0 ).
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Also Srf Aurobindo: "That is a great secret of sidhani, to know how to get
things done by the Power behind or above instead of doing all by the mind's effort."
(131). He repeatedly warned his disciples against the temptation to think that in
action they are anything but a mere instrument: ". . . make yourself an instrument for
a work to be done . . ." (132). They should " . . . make themselvesan instrument for a
work to be done . . ." (133) More than that, they should beware of ". . . the pride of
t h e i n stru m ent . . . " ( 134 ).
Swimi Vivekinanda words it forcefully: "You are the porter that carried the
moneyor other kind of gift . . . " ( 135).
In this connection, it is interesting to note what SwAmi Brahmdnanda told his
monks: "Before you begin to work, remember the [,ord and offer your salutations to
Him. Do the same at intervals in the courseof the work, and also after you finish it."
(136). And the offering to the guru is tantamount to an offering to God; he said:
"Know that all the work you have to do is Sri R6makrishna's and Swdmi
Vivekdnanda's.If you can work with this idea your work will not bind you." (137).
This idea of not considering oneself as the doer of the action may be linked with
another concept according to which even while acting we do not act, i.e. the
permanent and eternal in us (what India calls purusha or 6tman) observes as a
witnessand without taking part in it, the action carried out by what in us is active.
That is what Krishna refers to in a famous verse of the Git6: "He who in action can
seeinaction and can seeaction still continuing in cessationfrom works, is the man of
true reasonand discernment among men; he is in Yoga and a many-sided universal
worker" (138).
This is how Swdmi Vivek6nanda describesthe ideal of Karma-Yoga: "The ideal
man is he who, in the midst of the greatest silence and solitude, finds the intensest
activity, and in the midst of the intensestactivity finds the silence and solitude of the
d e se rt."(139) .
But here a warning is called for. It not infrequently happens that we feel or
imagine that we are "inspired" to do something or that we are "guided" in some work
or other; in which case we may conclude with more or less sincerity that we are not
really "the doer of the action" in the senseof the GitA. This is a most dangerous
pitfall which is often met on the path. In order to avoid it, we should question
ourselvesas ruthlessly as we can to ascertain whether this feeling - which we are
inclined to call very complacently intuition - is not in fact a disguise for something
quite different, for instance some personal desire - however praiseworthy it may be.
An incomplete but useful criterion is whether for the action contemplated we feel
someof the "attachment" we discussedin the previous section.
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The actionthus undertakendoes
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not bind its author.
In the Gitd, Krishna says:"He who is in Yoga (i.e. the perfect karma-yogin) . . .
eventhough he doesworks, he is not involved in them." (140) SwAmi VivekAnanda
repeatsit in his own words: ". . . if we do not attach ourselvesto the work we do, it
will not have any.binding effect on our soul." (141) Like many others, Swdmi
SivAnandaused to explain that "if undertaken without attachment, in the right
mental attitude, without the hope of deriving from it any advantage, in total
indifferenceto successor failure, no action can add a link to the existing chain" (142)
This is also what was meant by Sii R6makrishna when he said: ". . a jnAnin mav
work unattached,and then work would not do any harm to him." (143).
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In order to grasp the literal meaning of this basic principle of Karma-Yoga we
should view it in the context of Hindu metaphysics, where the theory of "successive
lives" and the law of karma are taken to be self-evidenttruths.
If we want to sum it up in a few lines, we may say that the life which every one of
us is now living is not for him or her a unique event, but only a link in a long chain of
successivelives for each one of which the permanent element in us (iivAtman) has
incarnated or shall incarnate in the courseof its evolution.
The law of karma is nothing more than what we call the law of causality: every
fact or entity has both causesand effects; but instead of applying to the short period
between one birth and the following death, it applies throughout the chain of
successivelives. Accordingly, any action in anyone of our successivelives must carry
consequences,if not all during the courseof the same life, the remaining ones in lives
to follow. As to the consequences,whether good or bad which man has still to bear
Ior whatever he has done, these are his karma the unexhausted part of which he
carries into following lives. Now, the whole aim and purpose of evolution is to reach
the point where there is no karma le{t. That is "liberation", when the permanent
element in us need no longer create new bodies, again to be born and again to die.
In all ages, all Hindu sageshave stated that what creates karma for us is not
action as such, but the spirit in which the action is undertaken, i.e., with or without a
desire to enjoy - or fear to suffer - its consequences. This is how SwAmi
VivekAnandaexplains it: "Any action that you do for yourself will bring its effect to
bear upon you . . . But any action that is not done for your own sake, whatever it be,
will have no effect on you." (144). By practising Karma-Yoga, one may act without
creating new karma. As Srf Aurobindo puts it: "It is not the form of the work itself or
mere activity but the consciousnessand Godward will behind it that are the essenceof
Ka rma- Y oga. "( 145).
In Karma-Yoga therefore we must distinguish between three elements which
g e n e r allyv v edo not t h i n k o 1 ' ta k i n gu p s e p a ra te l y(l ) The i ntenti on w i th w hi ch the
action is undertaken. For it we must accept full responsibility; it may create karma;
(2) The action which by itself cannot create karma; (3) The consequencesof our
action, for which we are incapable of deciding whatever our expectations may have
been and which therefore cannot createkarma either.
What can this concept mean to those who, like most Westerners, do not accept
the theory of successivelives?
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If we apply the technique of Karma-Yoga, we do not feel morally responsiblefor
the consequences
of our actions since they occur independentlyfrom our own will.
This automatically removes all possibility of remorse, or even regret, in connection
with them. With one very important corollary: we are not entitled to claim any merit
for whatevergood consequences
theseactionsmay havehad.
But we are fully responsible for our intentions, or motivations, and their
accumulation in successiveactions in fact creates in us habits and trends and
thereforemoulds our characterand nature. That is what may be said to correspond
to karma in the hypothesisof a single life. A fortiori if we believe - as the adepts of
most religionsdo - that after death we shall be judged and chastisedor recompensed
for whateverwe have done in life.

( 1 4 0 ) v,7.
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Karma-Yogaand Bhakti-Yoga, op. cit., p.37.

(142)

L'Enseignementde Siv6nanda(Paris,Albin Michel, 19S8),p.350.

(143)

Sayingsof Sri Rimakrishna, op. cit., p.255.

(144)

Karma-Yoga and Bhakti-Yoga, op. cit., p.82.

(145)

Lctters(SecondSeries),op. cit., p.8.

XII
Karma is skill in works
with his usual remarkable clarity, swxmi Vivekdnanda explained that the
practice of Karma-Yoga actually makes one free. He went as far as saying:
"Karma-Yoga, therefore, is a systemof ethics and religion intended to attain freedom
through unselfishness,and by good works." (146) To him: "Karma-yoga is the
attaining through unselfish work of that freedom which is the goal of all human
nature." (147) He even added: "The karma-yogin asks why you require any motive
to work other than the inborn love of freedom." (148) And he explains: "It is
a very hard thing to understand, but you will come to learn in time that nothing in the
u n i ve rs ehas power ov e r y o u u n ti l y o u a l l o w i t to e x erci sesucha pow er . . . B y N one xe rci s eat t ac hm ent ,y o u o v e rc o mea n d d e n y th e porver ol ' anl ,thi ng to act upon
yo u ." (149) .
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In fact, not to fear possibleevil consequencesof what we do, not to be attached to
whatevergood effects we may expect or hope for is conducive to a great inner peace
and a remarkable freedom of mind which enable us to act in total objectivity on the
exclusivebasis of whatever criteria we have chosen. SwAmi Vivekdnanda calls it
working "through freedom!" (150)
That explains why in the Bhagavad-Gitd Krishna could make this rather
startling statement; "Yoga is skill in works." (151) He takes up the same idea again
when he says: "He who desiresnothing, is pure, skilful in all actions, indifferent to
whatevercomes,not pained or afflicted by any result or happening, who has given up
all initiativeof action, he, My devotee,is dear to Me." (152).
Swimi Vivekinanda comes to the same conclusion: "Karma-Yoga makes a
scienceof work; you learn by it how best to utilise all the workings of this world."
(153)and also "Karma-Yoga is the knowledgeof the secretof work." (154) The same
idea he expressedagain in different words: "Our best work is done, our greatest
influenceis exertedwhen we are without thought of self." (155).
SwAmi RimdAs seemsto go even further: "Work done in Karma-Yoga goes far
and lasts long. It has a permanent and beneficentinfluence on the world." (156)
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Ibid., p.42.
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(1s4) I bid. , p. 97.
(lss) Inspired Talks, Madras, Sri RamakrishnaMath,
(1s6) Pr6sencede Rim, op. cit.' p.61.

1938,p.54.

XIII
Karma-Yogaand Responsibility
We seethat Karma-Yoga may be summed up in four principles which after all
are negations:
1) Not to consider any action as unimportant, negligible as compared to or
incompatible with, the part we believeshould be ours to play in this world.
2) Not to desireor fear the consequencesof what we are about to do.
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3)

Not to be attached to the action while acting.

4)

Not to considerourself as the doer of the action.

If not properly understood the last three principles might lead to a total loss of
interest in the action, which could just be performed anyhow, since we are not
responsiblefor it. In fact, it is just the opposite. Karma-Yoga makes him who
practicesit much more responsible.And this in a dual way:
1) The heavyresponsibility - which cannot be evadedby invoking any law or creed
- to choosefrom among all available possibilities the one which best accords with
our highestideal of the moment.
2) An obligation to carry out an action, whatever that may be, as perfectly as one
can possiblydo.
Incidentally, this implies that betweenvisibly active periods, however short and
frequent, time should be allowed to rest and think, so that the above two conditions
may be fulfilled. Sri Aurobindo wrote to one of his disciples: "The idleness must of
course go - but sometimesI think you have pulled too much the other way. To be
able to work with full energy is necessary- but to be able not to work is also
necessary."(157) And also: "If too much work is done the quality of the work
deterioratesin spite of the zest of the worker." (158)

(1s7) Letters of Sri Aurobindo (Fourth Series),op. cit., p.622.
( ls8) I bid. , p. 619.

XIV
Is Karma-Yogadifficult?
Per{ection in the practice of Karma-Yoga should not be thought as easily
attainable. Even a merely intellectual apprehension of its rules is difficult. In the
Giti Krishna says:"What is action and what is inaction, as to this even the sagesare
perplexed and deluded .
One has to understand about action as well as to
understand about wrong action, and about inaction one has to understand; hard to
understandis the way of works. " ( 159)
: 'J

Sr{ RAmakrishna often speaksof it: "NishkAma karma (work without motive) is
very difficult."(160) "Work without attachment, however, is exceedingly difficult,
especiallyin this age." (161) Swimi VivekAnanda regretfully observes:". . a man
who can work for five days, or even for five minutes, without any selfish motive
whatever. without thinking of future, of heaven, of punishment, or anything of the
kind, has in him the capacity to becomea powerful moral giant. " (162)
And this is how Sr'i R0makrishna advisedhis disciples to pray: "I think I do my
duties remaining unattached to the world, but I know not how I deceiveniyself and do
them through attachment instead. I do my alms and behold! I seek for fame . . ."
( 163)
Nevertheless,according to Sr{ Aurobindo "Karma is a much simpler road than meditation - proviCed one's mind is not fixed on the karma to the exclusion o{
the Divine." ( 164)
For Mi Ananda Moyi: "action dedicated to God is not of the same order as work
prompted by desire. The one is for the sake of union, which leads to Enlightenment,
the other for the sake of enjoyment, which leads to further worldly experience.What
alone is worthy to be called 'action' is that action by which man's eternal union with
God becomes revealed; all the rest is useless,unworthy of the name of action, no
a cti o nat all. " ( 165)
(1 5 9)
I V , 16 f .
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XV
Combinationwith otheryogas
As Sri RAmakrishna implies and although he is in no way making it a condition
the practice of Karma-Yoga cah be made considerablyeasier if combined with other
yogas,more pafticularly Bhakti-Yoga ( 166). In fact this is one of the main themes of
what Krishna teaches in the Bhagavdd-Gitd "Giving up thy works to Me" (167)
"Whatever thou doest, . . . make it an offering unto Me. Thus shalt thou be liberated
from good and evil results which constitute the bonds of action." (168) "Do all actions
J+

i
i

fo rMysa k e" ( 169) " He fro mw h o m a l l b e i n g s o ri g i n a te,byw homal l thi suni versei s
pervaded,byworshipping Him by his own work, a man reachethperfection." (170)
According to SwAmi VivekAnanda, to "give up the fruits of work unto the Lord,
. . . is a way which is much less difficult." (l7l) And for Sri Aurobindo the most
effectivekarma-yogin is he who "giues up his own will and desires to the will of the
Divine." (172) As could be expected,Sri Rdmakrishnaexpressesthe same view, for
instance when he tells his visitors: ". . . pray to the Lord . . . for His grace, and for
strength to do your duties without expectation of any reward or fei.r of punishment in
this world or the next." (173)
Krishna also stressesthe important part which knowledgeand intelligence,i.e.
JnAna-Yoga,can play in the practice of Karma-Yoga: "Such is the intelligence
d e cl a redt o t heein t he Sd n k h y a ,h e a r n o w th i s i n th e Y oga, for i f thou art i n Y oga b1,
t h i s i n te lligenc e,
O s on o f P ri th d , th o u s h a l tc a s ta w a y the bondageol ' w ' orks." ( 174)
It goeswithout saying that Karma-Yoga can prove extremely useful help to the
practice of any other yoga taken as a main road to freedom, including Rdja-Yoga,
Hatha-Yoga, etc. Sri Aurobindo statesthat "work done as sidhanA . . . is a powerful
means" (175) to be usedin any yoga.
In even much strongerterms, Swdmi Rdmdds said: "JnAna or bhakti, without
karma, is a spiritually magnified selfishness."( 176).
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